Ablative neurosurgery for movement disorders related to cerebral palsy.
This article aims to describe the roles, operative strategies and outcomes of neuroablative procedures in treatment of movement disorders related to cerebral palsy (CP). The authors reviewed relevant medical literatures concerning ablative neurosurgical procedures for CP. Neurosurgery is an appropriate option for treatment of intractable movement disorders in CP. Destructive therapies can be selectively operated upon, on the brain, spinal cord, nerve root and peripheral nerve. Because all of them carry irreversible properties, presurgical evaluation and decision making for the surgery are critical. Selection of the procedures should be tailored for individual cases. Selective dorsal rhizotomy (SDR) is mostly suitable for CP children with spastic diplegia who are potential ambulators. Selective peripheral neurotomy (SPN) aims to diminish localized hypertonia. Intractable painful spasticity in an entire useless limb can be effectively treated by dorsal root entry zone lesion (DREZotomy). Stereotactic coagulation of specific targets in the brain is appropriate for more diffuse movement disorders or hyperkinesias confined to one side of the body. Combined surgery should be employed in management of more complicated abnormalities or coexisting neurologic and orthopedic disorders. Neuroablation remains an alternative to neuromodulation therapy, especially in circumstances when the latter is unavailable.